PSR Advising Clients by School (January - December 2015)

Number of Clients by School

Cumulative Clients

- FAS
- HBS
- HSPH
- HMS
- HKS
- University
- GSE
- HLS
- Design
- Divinity
Distribution of PSR Clients by School (January 2015 - December 2015)

- FAS: 49%
- HBS: 16%
- HSPH: 12%
- HMS: 7%
- HKS: 5%
- University: 4%
- GSE: 3%
- HLS: 2%
- Design: 1%
- Divinity: 1%
- Distribution of PSR Clients by School
PSR Contacts by Primary Role  (January - December 2015)
Distribution of PSR Clients by Primary Role (January 2015 - December 2015)

- **PhD Student**: 38%
- **Faculty Members**: 16%
- **Post Doctoral and Visiting Fellows**: 13%
- **Graduate Student (Masters Level)**: 7%
- **Research Associate**: 12%
- **Professional Staff**: 4%
- **Undergraduate Student**: 10%